
Bubbles
Choose a Deconstructed Champagne Cocktail or 

free-flowing Perrier-Jouet Champagne 

To Begin
Rare roast beef finger sandwich
Open face cucumber sandwich

Salmon and cream cheese mini bagel
Mini duck liver pate en croute
Bay bugs on mini brioche roll

The Main
Lamb cutlet with truffle mash, pea puree and red wine jus

or
King oyster mushroom tart with pumpkin pulse

Scones paired with TWG Teas 
Freshly baked buttermilk scones with strawberry jam and double cream 

and freshly baked fruit scones with butter
English Breakfast | French Earl Grey | Moroccan Mint | Silver Moon

The Dessert Trolley
As the big finale, you will be treated to a decadent Dessert Trolley, 

featuring heavenly cakes and miniature luxury desserts from the local 
kitchen of French patissier, chocolatier and boulanger Gontran Cherrier.

The perfect way to finish your Clarke Sisters’ High Tea experience.
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Meet The Clarke Sisters
Step into the high society world of the Clarke Sisters, these ladies would 
often be found spending lavish afternoons swapping stories over fine 
china teacups in the neo-gothic balconies overlooking Collins Street. 

Miss Emma Clarke married Patrick McCaughan who  
commissioned the original Rialto building in the 1800s. After Miss 

Emma’s untimely passing, the undeterred Patrick went on to marry her 
sister Miss Margaret Clarke. 

The Dessert Trolley
Our Dessert Trolley features heavenly cakes and miniature luxury 

desserts from internationally renowned chocolatier, Gontran Cherrier.

Born in Normandy, Gontran Cherrier grew up in a family of 
boulangers in the small town of Luc-sur- Mer. As a fourth 

generation baker, it wasn’t long before Gontran earned his first stripes in 
his parents’ Parisian boulangerie.

In 2010 Gontran opened his first boulangerie in Montmartre, Paris, 
followed by a second in the 17th arrondissement and a third in 

Germain-En-Laye in 2013. As of July 2016, Gontran Cherrier 
Boulanger has 29 prestigious bakeries, including local bakeries in 

Richmond, Collingwood and Hawthorn.
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